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bundance is My love manifested in creation. 

Remember when you were a small child?

In the beginning, you felt surrounded by riches because you were 
open to the love of God. 

 You were not aware of lack. You were fed, you were clothed, and 
you received the beauty of creation through your eyes. 

The different smells, colors, textures and shapes of the objects 
that surrounded you, even your own body, were all magnificent 
gifts that were given freely to you to explore, enjoy, and partake of 
abundantly. 

Now that you are an adult, nothing has changed except your 
perception of reality. All those gifts are still there for you to enjoy. 

My love is still with you. 

My Divine Being is open 

and showers riches upon you constantly. 

My creation is infinite. 

Daily, I offer you opportunities to partake of My gifts.

My beloved son, My beloved daughter, you walk past My gifts 
unaware of what is being given to you, then you lament your lack.

But your lack only comes from your refusal to receive.

Most of the time, you do not receive because you long for things 
that are not for your greater good. 

Your cravings are often dictated by your comparing yourself to 
others, by coveting the riches that others have. 

Dear one, all of you, My children, are very different and each of 
you has different needs. 

In My wisdom and My love, I give you exactly what you need to 
grow, to be deeply fulfilled and to open your own heart to Me. 

You are never cast away from My love. 

My care for you is eternal and unconditional.

VIRTUE
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Come to Me, see My banquet, partake of My food. 

Don’t you see that even in the moments of your greatest lack and despair, you 
are surrounded by My abundance?

You are like a bird in a bountiful garden filled with succulent fruits and seeds, 
but coveting the nectar of the butterfly’s flowers, and starving in the process. 

Beloved child, know who you are,

love who you are like I love you. 

Then, and only then, are you able to receive the riches of My kingdom.

My kingdom is your kingdom.

It has been prepared for you to enjoy, to celebrate, to express your  
Divine Essence. 

Realize that most of all, I want your happiness.

I am your Divine Mother. 

I give to you all that I am, all that I possess,

because I want you to be joyful, fulfilled, brilliant, radiant, 

and completely nourished. 

Receive and you will be able to give. 

Open to the Infinite Source of Love within your heart. 

You surrender to My love when you accept who you are

and give of who you are to the world. 

I am abundance flowing through your life. 

I fill the cup of your heart, so it can overflow from you into others, through 
your expression of Self offered boldly, generously and humbly.

Open to the precious bounty within your Self. 

You are the vehicle of My abundance. 

Ask, not only by your words, but by the act of surrendering to My giving. 

Then you shall receive what has always been there for you. 

There are no limits to what you are entitled. 

There is no end to My love.

cont. virtue
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 hat you consider to be abundance is often only a reflection of your 
conditioning, which has artificially created wants that do not reflect 
the true desires of your soul. These artificially created wants are 

like viruses that weaken your organism by spreading and multiplying out of 
control. There is no end to this kind of wanting. As soon as you find what 
you want, more wanting is generated because these artificially created wants 
never fulfill your soul. Then you are lost in a maze of unreal needs that keep 
you addicted to ephemeral and destructive illusions.

I am your Mother. Like a mother with her wandering child, I watch you as 
you walk on many paths that lead you farther away from Me and the love you 
seek. I wait for you to return to Me. Know that My heart is full of gifts for you, 
and My territory is vast and rich with the fulfillment of your soul’s desires. It 
is the land of milk and honey. The milk is the nourishment I offer you for your 
physical life. The honey is the sweetness of My love. You are entitled to all My 
gifts.  Please receive them with joy in your heart.

My gifts are not only spiritual, but also physical. When you reject My spiritual 
gifts, you also block the physical abundance which I place on your path as the 
expression of My love for you. When you refuse physical riches, you refuse Me. 
Indeed, you are entitled to wealth, good health, and passionate relationships. 
But only when you experience all of those gifts as expressions of divine love will 
they be fulfilling. If you are not connected to the love of God, all physical riches 
coming to you will engender fear—fear of losing them, fear of not being worthy, 
fear of punishment and condemnation, fear that something really hurtful will 
inevitably follow the goodness coming to you.

Beloved children, you have been programmed to believe that you grow only 
through trials, and that life is a series of painful experiences you must overcome 
in order to learn how to transcend them. You have been programmed to believe 
that your physical nature is inferior to your spiritual nature, that sexuality is 
less pure than chastity, that asceticism and self-mortification are pathways  
to God.

In the truth of My heart I say to you, your flesh is just as divine as your spirit. 
I want the tangible creation of abundance in all forms that you desire—as 
opulence, as love, as needs fulfilled, as deep connection with the the Source of 
Infinite Love, as all manifestations of life’s magnificence. It is one of the reasons 
I am here with you. It is the journey of renewal of the earth and all humanity 
living on the earth.

Sweet children, you grow through opening to love, not through denial and 
renunciation. Through love, I draw you to Me. Do not refuse Me. Nothing 
is enough without love—not the most lavish wealth, not the most robust 
body. Even the most exciting relationships will tarnish. Without love, you 
are constantly seeking, hoarding, grasping—attaching yourself to forms that 
disappear like sand running through your fingers. The constancy of life is love. 

REFLECTION
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Seek only love, and you will have abundance. Feel My love in the food you eat. 
Experience money as love moving through your life. Be sexual only with an 
open, loving heart. The pleasure of food, money and sex will increase beyond 
all expectations, and all addictions will fall away because you will reach the 
fulfillment and satisfaction that only love, the true essence of creation, can offer 
you. 

The more you seek love in everything, small and large, and find it in every 
moment, the easier it is for you to identify the true desires of your soul and 
distinguish them from the cravings and agitation of the clusters of crystallized 
consciousness of your habituated patterns that block the flow of love.

Your soul might call you to grow a magical garden in your backyard or to 
create a business that helps people sustain the rainforest’s. It might ask you to 
offer advice to a friend in need or to write a book that heals many. Your soul 
might call you to raise a family or to be part of a worldwide movement to save 
starving children. Equal amounts of love permeate each of these experiences. 
When you allow your heart to love, they are all equally worthy—regardless of 
the value society assigns to what you offer.

If your heart does not receive, your search for abundance becomes a battle to 
win over the competition. You whip yourself into high gear and begin frantic 
and aggressive combat with your surrounding reality to achieve what you 
want. Abundance is what you claim as a well-deserved prize for your victory. 

When you are in a driven, obsessively competitive mode, you contract and 
shut off your heart and your receptivity. Then, not only do you starve yourself 
from true fulfillment, but in an attempt to receive acknowledgment and 
success, you disregard the healthy care of your body. You override your body’s 
needs for rest, good food and the sensuality that opens you to a deepening 
of your experience. But love for your physical body, respect for its rhythm 
and appreciation for its sensuality are what actually give you emotional and 
spiritual nourishment. 

Paradoxically, you cannot receive the fruits of your labor with ease, even when 
the universe presents them to you, because you are not receptive. You work 
hard, but harvest little. 

cont. reflecion
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The source of your abundance is not others. The source of your abundance is 
not your boss, your business, your husband, your wife or whatever provides 
you with your livelihood. The source of your abundance is the flow that comes 
from Divine Mother’s love and brings to you all kinds of opportunities.

Robust and focused activity, fueled by love, is very different from a driven 
pursuit motivated by a need to compete and defeat one another. When you 
remain open to the flow that comes from Divine Mother’s love, you feel 
nourished because you are attuned to the cosmic stream of abundance. Your 
activities are rewarded with great ease. When this collaboration between the 
human and the universe blossoms in your heart, you feel whole, cared for and 
supported by the Divine.

Beloved Children, without heart, even feats of spiritual accomplishment 
become dangerously hollow.  Abundance is your right and My gift to you. It is 
filled with love. Receive Me in your heart, and you will feel the abundance of 
the universe flowing through you as a gift that is given with ease that you can 
receive in complete safety.

All that is Mine is yours. I entrust all My riches to you, so that you may pass 
them on to your brothers and sisters, and to all the creatures of the earth, 
as a celebration of the magnificence of creation. Propagate my abundance 
like a gardener spreading seeds. The harvest multiplies with each generation. 
Freedom is the fruit of abundance; love is its essence.

You are loved.

cont. reflection
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eloved Mother, You are always in my heart.

You dwell in the deepest spaces within me

where the Golden Sun, radiance of my being,

pulsates the infinite love of the Source.

There, in the Holiest of the Holy,

You ripen my Abundance, like a pomegranate

bursting with the succulence of the ages.

The harvest of who I am, who I have been and who I will be

gathers in the apron of my life.

My eternal Self is fertile with the ruby seeds

You have placed in my heart,

but the soil of my soul calls for the moisture of Your love

to germinate them.

Mary, Divine Creator of all Abundance in the universe,

may Your riches flow through my being

and may Your love teach me that by receiving, I shall give

with the joy of exuberant profusion.

To You I relinquish any misguided covetousness for the riches of 
others.

Instead I open myself to receive

the fulfillment of the true desires of my Divine Essence.

Help me to separate my false craving

 from the desires that are the expression of who I truly am.

Cleanse any doubt of my worth,

so that I may abundantly realize in the world

the manifestation of the desires of my heart.
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I align my words, my emotions and my thoughts

to the Abundance that You offer me without end.

Generous Mother, I am grateful for Your bounty

that spills over this luscious earth

like the scent of summer flowers suffusing the air.

Most of all, I cherish the Abundance of Your love

that pours from within the innermost chamber of my heart 

into my whole being.

For all of that, I am deeply grateful.

With this prayer I ask You,

in the silence of the Holiest of the Holy,

to initiate me into the Virtue of Abundance.

In the stillness of my heart, I receive your love.
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Within the Abundance of who you are,
receive the jewels contained in the depths of your soul 

and discover your riches.

Within the Abundance of your eternal becoming,
abandon your dry land of poverty, 

come to the moist soil of the gardens 
of My infinite creations, 

and feed yourself.

CONTEMPLATIONS
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Today, every time you eat food; stop and receive it as a gift from the great 
abundance of Divine Mother, and be thankful for the nourishment that comes 
to you from food and from nature. Then, take a flower, and look at it like you’ve 
never looked at it before; notice its colors, see the nuances of its shape, gently 
touch the texture of its petals, smell its scent, and feel the flower as a gift of 
love from Divine Mother, nourishing you with Her beauty and Her grace.

Today, reflect on your life and acknowledge all the possessions, talents, 
and everything else you have abundantly. Say to yourself, “I receive all the 
abundance that has been given to me with appreciation in my heart.” Then, 
choose something that you want to give as a gift to someone else. Feel how 
abundant and rich you are, and let that abundance and generosity flow through 
you and into the life of others as you give your gift to that person.

Practice One

Practice Two

SIMPLE PRACTICES
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